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Introduction
Dear Preconference Participant,
We are delighted to welcome you to the VdGM Preconference! We feel very grateful for the
generous support of all the National Colleges of General Practice (GP) / Family Medicine (FM)
and the personal effort that you have made to attend.
It is a great honor to receive the WONCA Europe Preconference in such a special year. We are
celebrating 20 years since the foundation of WONCA Europe.
The following document is intended to give you an idea of our Vasco da Gama Movement and
what the Preconference entails, as well as to offer an overview to some areas of relevance to
this year’s theme: New Routes for General Practice and Family Medicine.
Finally, we really do hope that this booklet will start “infecting” you with the very powerful
WONCA Virus and will encourage you to establish links with other colleagues from all over the
world!
We look forward to meeting you in Istanbul!

The VdGM Executive Group in Dublin, August 2014
Enrique Álvarez Porta, Raluca Zoitanu, Peter Sloane, Persijn Honkoop, Harris Lygidakis, Martin Sattler,
Berk Geroglu, Ivana Babić
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The Vasco da Gama Movement
W HO W E A RE
The name of the great Portuguese explorer, who discovered
the sea route towards India almost five hundred years ago,
has been employed by the Vasco da Gama Movement
(VdGM), the working network within WONCA Europe,
dedicated to trainees and junior General Practitioners /
Family Physicians (GPs/FPs). As they set out for their own
exploratory voyage in the discipline of General Practice / Family Medicine (GP/FM) in Europe,
the Movement functions as a communication platform and encourages their first steps by
providing support and information.
Since its inception in Lisbon in 2005, links have been established with most GP/FM
associations to create a European Council of representatives. Each year VdGM hosts an
international meeting, known as the 'pre-conference', which takes place a day prior to the
WONCA Europe conference.
The Movement has five working theme groups (Education & Training, Exchange, Research,
Beyond Europe and Image) that constitute the pillars of its initiatives. These often work in
collaboration with their equivalent WONCA Europe special interest networks. Some of the
activities of the theme groups include the improvement of the quality of GP/FM training
programmes, the establishment of a network for research projects and the promotion of Rural
Medicine.
Moreover, the Junior Researcher Award has been launched following the movement’s
continuous effort to promote a new generation of FPs that combine clinical work and
research. VdGM also offers the unique opportunity for trainees and juniors to spend two
weeks with a GP/FP from another country through the Hippokrates Exchange Programme. The
most formative exchange experiences are awarded with the Hippokrates and Claudio Carosino
Prizes each year.
Furthermore, our Movement has established the VdGM Fund, which was born from the
observation of the unbearable inequalities and the on-going economic crisis, which afflict our
continent and prevent many colleagues from joining international activities. Thanks to
generous donations, VdGM has managed to offer bursaries in support of young and future
colleagues.
Our mission is a global one and entails the foundation of a forum for collaboration to improve
GP/FM. Through our activities we aim at empowering the future generations of GPs/FPs to
lead the development of primary health care at a regional, national and international level.
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For more information on VdGM activities, please visit www.vdgm.eu
and follow us on Twitter @vdgmeu
Facebook http://www.facebook.com/groups/VdGMeu
Linkedin www.tiny.cc/invdgm
Youtube www.tiny.cc/vdgmtube
Flickr www.flickr.com/vdgm
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Istanbul’s Guide
A RRIVING IN ISTANB UL
If you arrive in Istanbul by plane, you can catch the light rail at the airports.
1) If you arrive at Ataturk Airport; The name of the station is "Havalimanı" (“Airport” in
Turkish) and it's the last station of the M1(A) line (red line).
From there, it's a quick and easy ride to all your destinations.
‘’Haliç’’ is near the congress center. You can find it on green line.

You can access the city center (European side of Istanbul) by exiting at the following station:
•

"Taksim", on the green line.
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G ETTING TO I STANB UL ’ S C ONGRESS C ENTER
VdGM's Preconference will take place in the same venue as the main WONCA Conference, the
"Halic Congress Center (Haliç Kongre Merkezi)".
You can use the special Google Map we’ve created to guide you around Istanbul!
Link will be here soon !..
To get to the Congress Center you may take the:
1. Bus:
If you're staying around "Taksim, Mecidiyeköy and Eminönü " you may take the bus no.
36T,41ST,47,47E,47Ç,54HT,54HŞ and ask direction for "Halic Congress Center" and get off at
"Halic".
2. Metro:
Ride the metro until on M2 (green line) and get off at "Halic" but it’s not recommended
because of the farness to the congress center.
3. Metrobus:
Take the metrobus at E5(D100) road line and get off at "Halıcıoğlu" stop near Halic bridge.
And after that walk and follow the signs for Halic Congress Center (Haliç Kongre Merkezi).
You can use this website for other routes: http://www.halic.com/en-EN/page/23/halickongre-merkezi/153/ulasim.aspx or Google Maps!
4. Minibus(Dolmuş):
You can the minibus(Dolmuş in Turkish) to ‘’Sütlüce way’’ from ‘’Şişli’’ and ‘’Şişhane’’ and get
off at ‘’Halic Congress Center’’ stop.
5. Taxi
Regarding taxis, it is not usual to negotiate the price before the trip in Istanbul.
From Ataturk Airport to Halic Congress Center: 20 min. – 45 ₺ - 28 $ - 20 €
From Sabiha Gokcen Airport to Halic Congress Center: 40 min. – 83 ₺ - 52 $ - 37 €
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Riding public transports in Istanbul is easy and we are going to try to explain it the easiest way
possible.
At first; money you have to use in all Public transports is ‘’Turkish Liras (₺)‘’. So you have to
exchange your money before getting on transports.
The fare is changing really fast on these days but it’s about: 1 € = 3,00 – 3,25 ₺ .

You can use the card:
•

Istanbul Kart - Anonymous Card. Anonymous card is a customized Travel Card. It can
be used at all modes of transportation. Anonymous card is 6 Turkish Liras(₺). After
buying this card you can buy and load credits on it.

•

To use the travel card, it is sufficient to hold the card within 0-8 cm to a card readers
located in railway stations, sea transportation docks or on buses.

•

You are not charged multiple times for holding card close to a card reader for a long
amount of time. How much you get charged and your remaining balance information
is placed on the card reader.

•

Loading the card; Card can be load at both İETT loading points and authorized private
loading points.

•

During two hours, the 2,15₺ you pay for one credit (first ride) may be used in any kind
of public transport. So, yes, you may ride the metro OR the bus with the 2,15₺ .
Afterwards there are reduced fares for rides by %25 to %50 (it’s depended on which
public transport you use).

•

If it’s too confusing  there are coins or tickets (for one use) available also for rides.
They are 4₺ And you can ask the driver on busses or before getting on metro stations.

If you have any questions, please let us know!
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P RECONFERENCE
Preconference participants have the opportunity to have a great insight into what it is like to
be a General Practitioner / Family Physician (GP/FP) in an international context, exchange
ideas, experiences and visions with colleagues from all over the world.

The preconference enables participants to:
•

widen their horizons and perspectives;

•

exchange ideas and experiences;

•

contribute to the development and improvement of family medicine.

The Preconference participants will also have the chance to get acquainted with the activities
of all the International Movements. The aim is to enhance the enthusiasm of trainees and
junior GPs/FPs and encourage them to pursue the goal of a high quality Family Medicine both
at their countries and at an international level, embracing the spirit of “thinking globally,
acting locally”.

E UROPE C OUNCIL
The VdGM Europe Council (EC) is the ruling body of VdGM. It holds its meeting in parallel with
the Preconference, where it debates ongoing activities and future plans. Only national
delegates and invited observers can participate in this meeting.

R EGISTRATION
There were 175 places available and registration is carried out in a first-come, first-served
basis. We’ve had 2 types of registration:
- Discussion Groups
- Europe Council
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U SEFUL INFORMATI ON
http://vdgm.woncaeurope.org/content/preconference-2015-istanbul
or
http://www.wonca2015.org/vdgm
Registration:
http://www.wonca2015.org/registration
Accommodation:
http://www.wonca2015.org/registration
http://vdgm.woncaeurope.org/content/preconference-2015-istanbul
For further information or assistance, please contact the secretariat of the pre-conference:
preconference@vdgm.eu

F EE
Payment of the registration fee (70€) for either EC meeting or Discussion Groups and social
programme fee (20€): made directly with the registration form’s information. For payment
related queries the contact is: preconference@vdgm.eu
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Preconference Program
Wednesday, 21st October 2015
08.00 – 09.00

Registration

09.00 – 09.30

Opening (plenary)

09.30 – 11.00

Discussion Groups

11.00 – 11.30

Coffee Break

11.30 – 13.00

Discussion Groups

Europe Council

13.00 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 15.30

Discussion Groups

15.30 – 16.00

Coffee Break

16.00 – 17.30
19.00 – 23.00

Europe Council

Discussion Groups
VdGM Social Night (Bosphorus boat tour with
dinner)

Thursday, 22nd October 2015
09.00 – 10.30

Discussion Groups’ Presentations

10.30 – 11.00

Coffee Break

11.00 – 12.00

Pannel Keynote (plenary)

12.00 – 12.30

Closing Ceremony
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S PECIAL EVENTS
Dear VdGMians,
Here is the 11th VdGM Preconference Exchange and social event program details!

PRECONFERENCE EXCHANGE
There will be parallel exchange programmes in different cities of Turkey (Istanbul, Izmır,
Denizli and Hatay) between 17-20th October 2015.

On the first day 17th October participants should arrive to their host city and meet with their
host. If they don’t need to rest, they are welcome to the have the dinner and a couple of drinks
with Exchange Team in the evening.

Registration’s contact: preconference@vdgm.eu
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On the second day 18th October Exchange Team has organized a full day social programme.
Program is going to start with a Traditional Turkish Breakfast included welcome meeting.
During these meeting Exchange Team will give some information about Turkish Primary
Health Care. In the afternoon there will be city tour and in the evening participants will taste
the Turkish Cuisine.
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On the third day 19th October participants will be shadowing a GP during the day and will
observe Turkish Primary Health Care in his/her Family Health Care Center. Participants will
have free time for shopping and discovering the city in the evening.

Last day of the exchange programme on 20th of October all of our participants and exchange
teams will join the meeting called ‘Primary Health Care System in the World’, in which all
participating countries will introduce their Health Care System. This meeting will take place in
Kadıköy,in İstanbul will start 13:30 and will finish around 16.30.
After the meeting exchange participants will have time to check in to their hotels and have
some rest. Trasportation from Kadıköy Square to Taksim Square will be made by metro since
most of our participants’ hotels are located nearby Taksim.
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PRECONFERENCE EXCHANGE& VDGM EUROPEAN COUNCIL
DINNER WITH HOC
In the evening of 20th of October there will be a dinner for all exchange participants and
European council with HOC.
The meeting point will be Taksim Square Starbucks Coffee at 18.45.

There are two alternatives to arrive dinner place. The first one is by taking the bus 559C
Taksim-Rumelihisarüstü. Participants will get off the bus at the last station Rumelihisarüstü
and walk 600m on this way.
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The second one is via metroline. If this way is chosen, participants will take M1 at Taksim stop,
get off at interchange station called “Levent”, and from there get on the line M6 to arrive
Boğaziçi Üniversitesi(Bosphorus University) Station. The restaurant is approximately 12
min. far from there by walking.

The dinner is taking place around 19.30 at Yıldız Hisar Restaurant.
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PRECONFERENCE GALA DINNER AND BOSPHORUS BOAT TOUR
On the 21st of October, there will be a Pre-Conference social event which includes a
boshphorus boat tour with a guide and dinner. The boat will come to the Haliç Congress
Center at 18.45 to pick up all participants who choose to join the social event. The bosphorus
boat tour will start at 19:00 and it will take approximately 4 hours. During the tour,
participants will learn the story of the historical buildings seen at the two coasts of the
bosphorus. The dinner menu is cold dishes, chicken meal, rice and a soft drink. After dinner
Turkish tea will be served.
In the end of the tour there will be two ferry station options to get off the boat (Beşiktaş and
Eminönü) and participants will choose one of them.
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TOUR ROUTE

Enjoy this delightful and magical events of 11th VdGM Preconference Istanbul!
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Preconference Speakers
Professor Dr. Mehmet Ungan
Professor Ungan was born in Istanbul, in 1962. His wife is also a
specialist in family medicine and sharing the same practice on
immigrant & refugee health. They are living in Ankara with their
13 year old son Efe and 20 years old daughter, Nazlı.
He completed residency period in Family Medicine, in Ankara
Numune Training and Research Hospital and had the right to use
specialist title in Family Medicine (1992). Is certified in Internal
Medicine, Pediatrics, Psychiatry, Obstetrics and Gynecology and
General Surgery during his residency program (1989-1993). With
his wife, they have been the two of the seven founders of the National College of Turkish
Family Medicine (TAHUD-1990) and served as vice President, General Secretary, and
President of Turkish Association of Family Physicians (TAHUD). Now he is the chair of the
honorary council.
He completed University of Exeter Post Graduate Medical School’s Trainers’ Training program
on General Practice/FM, in Devon, UK . He worked in Essen/Germany in internal medicinegastroenterology clinics.
In 2002, he had Associate Professor title in Family Medicine. He served as Deputy Director of
the University Medical Center in METU. Had Professor title in Family Medicine Department of
Ankara University School of Medicine in 2011. He chaired the European General Practice
Research Network (EGPRN) in 2013-2014 term and now he is vice chair and also the liasion
person in World Organization of Family Doctors (WONCA). He is a member of the executive
board of WONCA- Europe. He is General Secretary of the Turkish Family Medicine Speciality
Board.
He is in editorial boards of the British Journal of General Practice (BJGP), Turkish Journal of
Family Physicians, Turkish Clinics Family Medicine Journal, Dicle University Medical Journal,
PRN Family Practice, Euroasian Journal of Family Medicine. He was chair of the European
congresses held in Turkey in 2003, 2008, 2013 and he is the Scientific chair of the WONCA
Europe 2015 Conference which will be held in Istanbul on October 22-25, 2015.
His researches are in the field of Primary Care, Information Technologies for Panel Site
Processes on Refugee & Immigrant Health, Immunization practieces, Clinical Medicine,
Translational Research, Patient Education, Prevention, GI Diseases (Hepatitis) and Family
Medicine. Those international projects in his carrier were related with AIDS (training) ,
Osteoporosis (IAEA), Tuberculosis, European Research Agenda. Has more than 70 published
papers, chapters in books, has been editor of 2 medical books, has more than 100 citations to
his papers. Besides his main work as a panel physician, Prof.Ungan continues his lectures in
the Ankara & METU universities.
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Y OUNG D OCTORS ’ M OVEMENT

OF

F AMILY M EDICINE – WONCA

The WONCA regional movements for young and future family doctors are going from
strength to strength. The first group formed, in 2005, was the Vasco da Gama Movement in
Europe. This was followed by Asia Pacific's Rajakumar Movement (formed in 2009) and the
Iberoamericana-CMIF region's Waynakay Movement (formed in 2010). More recently in 2012,
The Spice Route was formed for young doctors in the South Asia region; in 2013 two groups
were formed - AfriWon in the WONCA Africa region and, the Al Razi movement the East
Mediterranean region. The final region to form a young doctors group was North America and
their group, Polaris was announced on May 19, 2014.

Dr. Kyle Hoedebecke
Kyle Hoedebecke is a board certified Family Medicine
physician who completed his residency in 2013. His
interests include clinical alternative medicine
applications, improving medical education, and
primary care research.
Dr Hoedebecke is well published and has presented
his work over 70 times around his country and the rest
of the world. He is currently completing a Master of
Business Administration and Master of Science in
Leadership dual degree in addition to working as a full time clinician and Assistant Professor
of Family Medicine at the Uniformed Services University (USA).
In addition to co-founding Polaris, he currently serves as the Movement's Chair. Over the past
18 months he has pushed to improve collaborations among the 7 YDMs through initiatives like
#1WordforFamilyMedicine, Balint 2.0 Ambassadors and the new ASPIRE global leader
program. These projects have allowed hundreds of YDM members from across the world to
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participate and even to publish in over a dozen peer reviewed publications. Under his
guidance, Polaris has become one of the most influential contributors to Family Medicine
social media with @WoncaPolaris or its members leading the top hashtags including
#FMRevolution, #PrimaryCare and #1Care.
Speaking Spanish, Portuguese, and Guarani, he enjoys traveling with his wife Laura and
young daughters, Sofia and Ana.
Dr. Peter A Sloane
Peter is a native of County Antrim, Northern Ireland.
He completed medical training at the National
University of Ireland, Galway, and subsequently
postgraduate training in general practice on the
Western Training Scheme. For the last 3½ years he
has worked as a Locum and Sessional GP in the West
of Ireland. In November 2012 he was appointed
Director of the Irish College of General Practitioners
Network of Establishing GPs (ICGP NEGs), and since
January 2014 has chaired the Galway Faculty of the
Irish College of General Practitioners.
In July 2014 he was elected President of the Vasco da Gama Movement, the WONCA Europe
network of new and future GPs and family doctors. Outside of work he is kept busy by two
teenage children.
Dr. Nagwa Nashaat
Nagwa Nashaat Abd El-Hamid Hegazy is a lecturer of family
medicine in faculty of Medicine in Menoufyia University. She is
trainer to the trainees of the Arab board of family medicine and
health. Egyptian Family Medicine Fellowship.
She is member in the scientific council of family medicine
professional diploma. Arab institute for continuouS PROFESSIONAL
DIPLOMA (AICPD). She is member of the exam committee of the
Egyptian fellowship of family medicine and health. Egyptian
FELLOWSHIP OF FAMILY MEDICINE. She is trainer to the trainees of the
Egyptian fellowship of family medicine and health. Egyptian fellowship of family medicine.
She qualified as M.B.B.Ch. in the University of Menoufyia in faculty of medicine in Egypt with
general degree ( EXCELLENT WITH HONOR) IN 2004. She qualified as M.S.ce. In Family Medicine
and health titled Psychometric Assessment of Prevalence of Psychiatric Disorders in PHC in
Shebin El-kom Districts. Faculty of Medicine. Menoufyia University with genERAL GRADE (VERY
GOOD) IN 2009.She qualified as M.D. degree in family medicine titled Premenstrual syndrome
among women in Menouf District , Menofiya Governerate , Egypt in 2013.
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Dr. Raman Kumar
Dr Raman Kumar is the Junior Doctor Representative at WONCA
World Executive, He all Young Doctor Movements at WONCA
WORLD and was elected to this position in 2014 for tenure
ending at WONCA World Conference Rio 2016.
Dr Kumar holds a longstanding interest in making a contribution
to primary care and has been actively involved with development
of academic family medicine in India. Raman belongs to the first
generation of residency trained family physicians in India.
Immediately after completing residency training he along with
his young colleagues founded the Academy of Family Physicians of India (AFPI). AFPI has
quickly emerged as a strong vocal proponent for academic family medicine in India. At AFPI,
with a the team of young colleagues Raman as credited with organizing 1st National
Conference on Family and Primary Care in India, which attracted international family
medicine leaders as well as all major stake holders in health sector in India. Raman is one of
the founding members of the Spice Route Movement.
He is the Editor in Chief of the Journal of Family Medicine and Primary Care He also has been
conferred with several awards and recognitions which include Healthcare Leadership Award
2012 India and Montegut Global Scholar Award 2013 by American Board of Family Medicine.
Raman has a passion for developing strong family medicine and believes in team work.

Dr. Kayode Alao
Alao Kayode, a young family physician from Nigeria.
He graduated from the University of Ibadan in 2001 with an
MB.BS degree and he completed housemanship with the
Nigerian Army Reference Hospital, Kaduna Nigeria. His junior
residency training in Family Medicine was at the Baptist Medical
Centre, Ogbomoso ( now Bowen University Teaching Hospital,
Ogbomoso) while he completed with the senior residency training
at the Jos University Teaching Hospital, Nigeria. He completed
this with the Fellowship of the West African College of Physicians
in 2010.
He was appointed consultant and head of Family Medicine department of the Federal Medical
Centre Keffi in the year 2010 where he facilitated the structural organisation of the new
department and accreditation of the institution for residency training.
He presently coordinate the training of 43 family medicine residents in the department along
with nine other consultants.
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He is a facilitator for Advance Life Support in Obstetrics (ALSO) and the Family Medicine
Diploma programme for the national postgraduate Medical College of Nigeria. He is the vice
chairman of the Abuja Chapter of the Society of Family Physicians of Nigeria.
He was elected the inagural chairman of Afriwon Renaissance in 2013. He presently live in
Abuja, the federal capital territory of Nigeria with his wife and three children.
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P RECONFERENCE

FACILITATORS

Anna Maria Pedro Pijoan (Spain)
Kenneth Yakubu (Nigeria)
Christofer Patrick Reichel (Austria)
Luis de Pinho Costa (Portugal)
Jonathan Orrelle (Israel)
Christina Svanholm Andersen (Denmark)
Nil Tekin (Turkey)
Hüseyin Can (Turkey)
Zelal Akbayın (Turkey)
Sara Rigon (Italy)
Yasemin Kılıç Öztürk (Turkey)
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VdGM Events during the WONCA Europe Main Conference
T HE V D GM B OOTH

You’ll find the VdGM booth in the WONCA Village. There you will be able to talk with VdGM
members from the Europe Council and Executive Group and find answers to your questions
about VdGM. You can volunteer to help out in VdGM’s activities and find out more details
about the theme groups and their meetings during the Conference The Booth also awaits you
with VdGM memorabilia !
You can find a map of the conference center at the end of the booklet. The booth will be on
the first floor and you will recognise it from the VdGM logo.

T HEME G ROUP M EETINGS

If you are already a member or want to join one of VdGM’s theme groups, take part in their
meetings. Check the VdGM booth, Facebook and Twitter for last-minute announcements!

V D GM S ESSIONS

DURING THE

M AIN C ON FERENCE

Presenting the Junior Researcher Award Finalists
The Junior Researcher Award aims to promote a generation of junior GP/FM doctors who
include research skills with patient care as a life time career. This award honors outstanding
research proposals and researchers' careers who are GP/FM trainees or junior GP/FM with up
to 5 years working experience after graduation.
The three finalists of the Junior Researcher Award 2015 are:
•

Katarzyna Nessler (Poland)

•

Patrick Redmond (Ireland)

•

Jessica Watson (UK)

All champions will be invited to present their project during a special workshop, which is
scheduled on Thursday, the 22nd October at 14.00 – 15.15 in CIBALI Room 1.
Senior GPs and experts are invited to join this workshop and help the three champions in
developing their project.
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Presenting the Hippokrates and Carosino Prices
The Vasco da Gama Movement awards the best Hippokrates Exchange that has been
completed within Europe at either a rural or urban practice.
We are pleased to announce that the winners of this year's Hippokrates Exchange and
Carosino Prizes for the best completed exchange and the best completed exchange in a rural
area are:
•
Hugo Andrè Malheiro Rodrigues (Hippokrates Exchange Prize)
•
Ana Catarina Henriques de Carvalho (Carosino Prize)

V D GM W ORKSHOPS

DURING THE MAIN

C ONFERENCE

Use the VdGM Google Calendar to syncronise your calendar with VdGM’s activities in Istanbul.
http://www.vdgm.eu/content/calendar
Go to: http://www.wonca2015.org/scientific-program/program/

After that, click ‘’Click here for detailed program’’ and search (ctrl+f) for ‘’vdgm’’ in
Excel file.
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A Quick ’n’ Dirty Guide to Using Twitter during the 2015 Istanbul
VdGM Preconference & Wonca Europe 20th Conference

Twitter is an easy and fun way to comment during the Preconference and Wonca Europe
Conference ! You will be able to make observations and give feedback on presentations in real
time or suggest a workshop to your friends and colleagues and much more!
In this social network, users post 140-character updates of what is going on in their lives along
with links to things they consider to be interesting or useful to their followers. People use
Twitter in many ways; some as a newsfeed by following prominent people or networks, some
as a pseudo-chatroom and some as a microblog for updating people about the work they are
doing and their personal lives.
First register!
To create an account just head to www.twitter.com and register with your email address; the
procedure will require 5 minutes barely.
And then tweet!
You can post tweets easily using your browser
of your computer, mobile phone and tablet.
You can also use dedicated applications,
which enrich the experience, such as
TweetDeck or Metrotwit. There is even a wide
range of applications on all mobile phones
(iPhones, Androids, Blackberries and
Windows Phones included, such as the official
app of Twitter, Tweetbot, and the visually
beautiful Flipboard).
Nowadays, most of the smartphones and
tablets include some sort of integration as
well.
So log in and start tweeting!
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Channel your tweets!
But wait, how are others going to know that I’m talking about the VdGM Preconference? It’s
actually very simple and involves only the use of a special label: the hashtag. By using it, you
can label tweets so that other users can see tweets on the same topic. Hashtags contain no
spaces or punctuation and begin with the “#” symbol. Many times at events like conferences
or concerts, the organizers will tell attendees to add a particular hash tag to their tweets to
gather opinions about the event and unite people at the same event.
So there’s the fun part: you can post your own comments on the VdGM Preconference placing
our special hashtag after each message: #wonca2015
Now other people will know that your message is about #wonca2015.
Do you prefer a better way to track and monitor all #wonca2015 tweets?
Just
go
to
Tweetchat
(http://tweetchat.com/room/wonca2015),
(http://twubs.com/wonca2015), or oneQube.

Twubs

Your participation will be really important!
Vasco da Gama Movement’s official account is @VdGMeu. Just click on the ‘Follow’ button to
add it among the people you follow: this way, any updates posted will be shown on your
stream.
Geeky Tip!
Head to Symplur.com to monitor the activity of our hashtag:

http://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/wonca2015/

References
1.

Twitter Guide Book – How To,
http://mashable.com/guidebook/twitter/

Tips

and

Instructions

by

Mashable.

2.

O’Connor ME. How To Use SmartStream For HealthCare Tweet Chats.
http://healthworkscollective.com/marie-ennis-oconnor/100541/how-usesmartstream-your-healthcare-tweet-chat

3.

Luks HJ. Healthcare and Social Media: Centrifugal versus Centripetal Drivers.
http://www.howardluksmd.com/orthopedic-social-media/healthcare-and-socialmedia-goals/
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VdGM Preconference Copenhagen 2016
With one day exchange on Monday the June 13 th and / or preconference from
Tuesday June 14th to Wednesday June 15 th .

- for young family doctors
with heads and hearts
Once again the Vasco da Gama Movement is happy to invite young family doctors to participate
in preconference activities in the days prior to WONCA 2016.
Please come and visit a Danish GP through the exchange programme on the 13th. If you would
like to learn about the Danish health system, especially primary health care, we have the
privilege to enable a one day visit at GP clinics. We promise that you will meet very enthusiastic
and inspiring Danish GPs. Please read more below and register!

The Pre-conference on the 14th and 15th aims to gather 60 young European GPs to a two day
structured but informal meeting. The objective is to introduce the international perspectives of
family medicine while meeting colleagues and future friends – with heads and hearts.
A detailed program will be made official in the spring 2016.
Please read more below and register at http://woncaeurope2016.com/young-doctors

Copenhagen welcomes you!
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Conference Maps
G ROUND L EVEL

U PPER L EVEL
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There are significant inequities in the European context, which also afflict our discipline and
prevent many trainees and junior General Practitioners / Family Physicians (GPs/FPs) from
joining the annual Preconference and the WONCA Europe Conference. The Vasco da Gama
Movement (VdGM) would like to aid them actively with the introduction of the VdGM Fund.
Launched in 2012 at the initiative of the VdGM Past President Sven Streit, the Fund has
already helped junior GPs/FDs to attend the Wonca World Conference and Preconference in
Prague and Lisbon and the Wonca Europe Conference and VdGM Preconference in Istanbul
through bursaries.
The VdGM Fund - How Can YOU Help ?
Tell your National College, Scientific Association and Junior GP/FM Association about VdGM
and the Fund. Encourage them to donate even small amounts of money to the The Vasco da
Gama Movement Fund.
If you wish to make a donation, please consult the policies document and contact us
at info@vdgm.eu. We will be more than happy to guide you and provide any information!
Thank you also for buying a special “I Support the VdGM Fund” badge available at the VdGM
booth!
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Thank you !!!
VdGM wishes to express its gratitude for the help given in organising the 2015 Istanbul VdGM
Preconference to WONCA Europe and TAHUD - Turkish Association of Family Physicians

Wonca Europe - European Regional Branch of Wonca
Wonca Europe is the academic and scientific society for general practitioners in Europe. It has 47
member organisations and represents more than 75.000 family physicians in Europe.
www.woncaeurope.org
Wonca Europe Secretariat
Adm. Secretary Barbara Toplek
Institute for development of Family Medicine
Poljanski nasip 58, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel: 00 386 1 43 86 913 Fax: 00 386 1 43 86 910
E-mail: barbara.toplek@mf.uni-lj.si
SecretariatEurope@Wonca.net

TAHUD - Turkish Association of Family Physicians
http://www.tahud.org.tr/
Ziaur Rahman Cad. No:7/10 Çankaya Ankara - Turkey
+90 312 222 99 30
tahud@tahud.org.tr
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Preconference Program
Wednesday, 21st October 2015
08.00 – 09.00

Registration

09.00 – 09.30

Opening (plenary)

09.30 – 11.00

Discussion Groups

11.00 – 11.30

Coffee Break

11.30 – 13.00

Discussion Groups

Europe Council

13.00 – 14.00

Lunch

14.00 – 15.30

Discussion Groups

15.30 – 16.00

Coffee Break

16.00 – 17.30
19.00 – 23.00

Europe Council

Discussion Groups
VdGM Social Night (Bosphorus boat tour with
dinner)

Thursday, 22nd October 2015
09.00 – 10.30

Discussion Groups’ Presentations

10.30 – 11.00

Coffee Break

11.00 – 12.00

Pannel Keynote (plenary)

12.00 – 12.30

Closing Ceremony
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